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Modern dashboard solutions available in LabWare LIMS provide users with 
instant access to the information they need.  Lead with data by using flexible 
tools to create your own dashboards to visualise valuable information effectively.  
Dashboard features empower you to make informed pro-active decisions about 
your organisation’s operations.  No matter your role in the organisation, you will 
see great efficiency gains by utilising our functionally rich dashboarding features.  
LabWare’s connectivity through mobile applications enables users to access the 
LIMS whilst away from the laboratory.  

Make 
informed 
decisions, 
Keep IT 
simple.  
See how LabWare’s 
intuitive dashboards 
consolidate silos of 
complex laboratory 
information.

Attend this webinar to learn more about:
• How LabWare dashboards can speed up quality decision making processes.
• How LabWare dashboards supports each role in your organisation.
• Access your laboratory anywhere at any time.
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Tiffany is an experienced LIMS professional, having 
worked as a consultant, business analyst and now 
as a sales executive, responsible for new sales and 
account management for LabWare. She has over 17 
years of experience implementing LIMS technology 
solutions across multiple platforms and client 
industries. After receiving her Bachelor of Science 
(Chemistry) at the University of Newcastle, Tiffany 
joined a generics pharmaceutical manufacturer, 
as a QA/QC Chemist and was responsible for 
implementing LabWare LIMS into their laboratory. 
After six years administrating the LabWare system, 
Tiffany progressed in her career by transitioning 
to a consultant role for an enterprise LIMS vendor.  
Her cross-functional experience has been the key 
to her success in sales, allowing her to understand 
the entire LIMS implementation cycle ensuring the 
success of her clients’ projects.

Make 
informed 
decisions, 
Keep IT 
simple.  
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